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ABSTRACT
AWARE is a mobile instrumentation framework for Android devices that focuses
on users, researchers and application developers. In this paper we introduce
AWARE’s web services (AWARE-WS), a multipurpose dashboard for science.
AWARE-WS allows researchers to manage and interact with longitudinal, largescale and distributed user studies that focus on human behavior. Additionally,
developers can manage and share their own plugins or sensors for extending the
AWARE framework. AWARE-WS was designed and implemented taking into
account AWARE’s secure, private, scalable, and interoperable data exchange requirements and has been thoroughly evaluated for its performance, scalability
and usability. We stress-tested AWARE-WS with an increasing amount of generated data streams (e.g., sensor data), from 1000 to 10 Million devices, to improve
the overall system’s performance. Using pagination and on-demand data loading,
we achieved a reasonable average loading time of 1,9 seconds.
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TIIVISTELMÄ
AWARE on mobiili instrumentointikehys Android-laitteille, joka keskittyy sen
käyttäjiin, tutkijoihin ja sovelluskehittäjiin. Tässä tekstissä esittelemme AWARE
web servicen (AWARE-WS), joka on monikäyttöinen tieteellinen graafinen käyttöliittymä (dashboard). AWARE-WS sallii tutkijoiden hallinnoida pitkä-aikaisia,
suurimittaisia ja jaettuja käyttäjätutkimuksia, jotka keskittyvä ihmiskäytökseen.
Lisäksi sovelluskehittävät voivat hallinnoida ja jakaa heidän omia liitännäisiään
(plugin) ja antureitaan (sensor) jotka laajentavat AWARE:a. AWARE-WS kehitettiin huomioonottaen AWARE:n turvallisuus-, yksityisyys-, laajennettavuus- ja
yhteentoimivuusvaatimukset ja on arvioitu sen suorituskyvyn, laajennettavuuden
ja käytettävyyden perusteella. Parantaaksemme järjestelmän suorituskykyä, suoritimme rasitustestejä generoimalla sensoridataa, joka vastasi määrältään tuhannesta kymmeneen miljoonan laitteen tuottamaa dataa. Käyttämällä sivutusta ja
lataamalla vain tarvittavan datan, saavutimme sivustolle 1,9s keskimääräisen latausajan.
Avainsanat: Web-suunnittelu, käyttöliittymäsuunnittelu, pilvipalvelu, REST arkkitehtuuri
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FOREWORD
In this thesis we present the work we have done as a group towards extending and improving the capabilities of the AWARE framework.
The initial requirements for the work were different from the end-result, but this is
often expected in projects such as this. The idea was to also implement a webstore
-style user interface, but in the end we focused on fine tuning the web application to
perform according to the initial requirements as well as new functionalities. Overall
the project was a great learning experience as well as a great opportunity for the group
members to show their individual abilities in the field.
We would like to thank Denzil Ferreira for the opportunity to work on this project
and all the help he has provided to us during the process.
Oulu, Finland March 6, 2015

Mikko Korhonen

Henri Koski

Aku Visuri

ABBREVIATIONS
AES
AJAX
APK
CSRF
CSS
ESM
HTML
HTTP
ID
JSON
LDAP
MQTT
MVC
OS
PHP
SVN
UI
XSS

Advanced Encryption Standard
Asynchronous JavaScript And XML
Android Application Package
Cross-site Request Forgery
Cascading Style Sheets
Experience Sampling Method
Hypertext Markup Language
Hypertext Transfer Protocol
Identifier
JavaScript Object Notation
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
MQ Telemetry Transport
Model-View-Controller
Operating System
Hypertext Preprocessor
Apache Subversion
User Interface
Cross-site Scripting
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mobile phones are miniaturized computers that fit in a pocket. They are inherently
personal and their potential to sense the user’s environment, i.e., context [1], is appealing to researchers. The convenience and availability of mobile phones and application
stores make it easier for a researcher to potentially reach thousands of users. More
importantly, mobile phones have several built-in sensors (e.g., accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer, photometer). Primarily used to enhance the user experience,
such as application functionality or mobile phone user interaction (e.g., vibration feedback, screen orientation detection), these sensors are increasingly being leveraged for
research purposes. Mobile phones are currently the most widespread sensing device.
However, challenges inherent to mobile computing such as heterogeneity, transparency, security, to name only a few, require a collaborative research effort to manage user’s context. An important and crucial first step is addressing the challenge
of reusability of context. Researchers and application developers need tools to detect, manage and reuse context, from diverse sources without starting from scratch.
To address this need, AWARE was created for researchers of context-aware mobile
computing[2], application developers and users, where raw data sensed from hardware,
software and human sensors is converted to units of information (i.e., mobile context)
that can be shared between other applications, sensors and humans alike. AWARE [2]
provides a foundation for creating new mobile research tools for data mining and visualization. AWARE takes into account the wide range of interrelated sources of context
information and the relationships amongst them, including the user’s individual and
social behavior.
Until now, setting up all the AWARE server’s components is a daunting task, especially to less tech- or server-knowledgeable researchers. This motivated our work, we
must minimize the amount of time and effort for this specific task. More importantly,
we must assist researchers in managing their user studies and nurture cooperation between multidisciplinary researchers. On the other hand, for application developers,
AWARE becomes a reference framework to easily reuse high-level context, thus ultimately benefiting the average mobile phone user with the availability of context-aware
applications.
The AWARE-WS (AWARE webservice), which was created, allows users to do exactly
this. It has an intuitive and simple interface for managing your studies and managing
the plugins you have created for the framework. The interface allows each parameter
and setting to be presented in a simple and concise manner, which is displayed in a
similar way for each study and plugin for outside viewers. The researcher interface
allows running of simple studies as well as studies that use extensive and complex
configurations. Setting up a study does not require in-depth knowledge and each study
can be customized on the fly.
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2. BACKGROUND
There are several platforms that collect data from mobile phones and store them remotely. We will focus on context-aware systems that act as distributed systems [3].
Examples of such systems are platforms like Ginger.io [4], ThingSpeak [5], Ambient
Dynamix [6] and Funf [7]. The system the webservice is implemented on, AWARE,
is a similar framework with the emphasis on combining all aspects of existing frameworks and platforms.

2.1. Similar platforms
Ginger.io [4] is a web-based platform healthcare used to track patients and also requests feedback on a daily or weekly basis. Ginger.io focuses on using ESM (Experience Sampling Method), e.g. gathering answers from the users, for example in studies
focusing on mental health issues, such as depression. This type of methods (app-based
surveys) tend to get more truthful answers than when the users are in the clinic.

Figure 1. Example of measurements using ginger.io
Similarly, ThingSpeak [5] is based on HTTP requests that allow users to gather any
kind of data based on the sensors the use. Users can also use tools like MATLAB
to analyze and process the received data before showing it to the user. Furthermore,
ThingSpeak allows visualizing the sent data with dynamic charts. The data can be
shown on the main ThingSpeak website publicly as a ’channel’.
Centered on the smartphone, we found Ambient Dynamix [6], a lightweight framework for mobile devices that allows the user to transform his or her device into a
portable media controller capable of locating and control nearby UPnP media devices.
Ambient Dynamix focuses on external sensors and multimedia players. Funf [7] lets
you create your own data gathering application and simply sync it with your Dropbox,
which you can then, for example, put into Android Marketplace for distribution. The
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Figure 2. Example of a channel on the ThingSpeak website
data is encrypted, however, so its not immediately accesible. These sensing apps are
also still in development and can contain severe issues, such as Funf’s issue with Dropbox syncing that contains an serious security vulnerability.
For scientists, the existing platforms have their strengths and weaknesses. Some are
easy for the users to implement and other allow the user to do powerful things. Some
are for personal use (centralized) and some can be used to transform large amounts of
mobile devices into data gathering networks (distributed). Some gather the data automatically or programmatically while others rely on human feedback. Unfortunately,
developers and researchers put development focus on very specific areas of a scientific
field. This diminishes the reusability of the research’s results and leaves researchers
wishing for a feature that exists only on another platform, and yet do not want to abdicate from using what they are used to.
AWARE is a context-aware platform that aims to tackle these limitations and combine the best qualities and functionalities of the existing platforms. AWARE offers the
possibility to extend the core framework’s functionalities, whether it is an individual
user using AWARE for recreational use, a researcher conducting studies or developer
wanting to contribute into AWARE.
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Figure 3. Example of data visualizations using Funf
2.2. Android Architecture
2.2.1. Content Providers
2.2.2. Broadcasts
2.3. Requirements
Our initial objective is to improve and iterate parts of previously existing AWARE’s
web service. In the new services we needed three interfaces, or in other words, science
dashboards: a researcher dashboard, to be improved; and a manager and developer
dashboards, to be created. The outcome of this project is to improve the usability of
the services for researchers, developers and AWARE Server managers. The requirements for the AWARE-WS are as follows:

• Support manager credentials, i.e., they have access to an overview of the server
and can manage other user’s credentials and contributions.
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• Support researcher credentials, i.e., they can manage user studies, including coresearched ones. This means gathering and viewing study devices’ data and
interacting with them via ESM [8] messages.
• Support developer credentials, i.e., they can manage plugins to AWARE. This
means uploading new, and updating their existing plugins or sensors.

2.4. AWARE-WS

AWARE primarily collects mobile context data and stores it locally on the mobile
phone storage using SQLite database files. However, AWARE must support remote
storage of data for geographically distributed deployments. Local storage is limited
in such mobile devices, hence it is necessary to offload the collected data, freeing
up its resources again. The existing AWARE Server is limited to synchronize the
clientÓ3 datatoaremoteM ySQLdatabaseandremotelytriggerquestionnairesandconf iguread

Figure 4. AWARE infrastructure overview and current contribution (AWARE-WS)
We implemented the AWARE-WS, where AWARE users have the possibility to extend the framework and perform user studies, effectively reusing each other’s contributions (add-ons and applications) to the platform. AWARE-WS allows researchers
to create new studies and manage their studies by adding or removing devices, view
the data via visualizations, manage the configurations and sending queries and other
messages (such as ask devices to send their data). AWARE-WS communicates with
the mobile devices exchanging context messages using MQTT [9].
AWARE can be extended with plugins created by any researcher or application developer, where users can pick and choose the plugins, downloading and enabling them
at will. Therefore, and as a third goal, AWARE-WS allows developers to create and
manage their plugins and sensors made using AWARE framework.
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Figure 6. The login screen.
Manager dashboard is for the site manager to keep track of ongoing studies and
plugins available on the server and also to manage existent user accounts (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Overview of manager dashboard.
The Plugins tab shows the overview of all the plugins and sensors uploaded in the
web service. In the Studies tab the manager sees all the researchers and their stud-
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ies. The User Management tab allows manager to change users’ status (developer,
researcher or manager) and activate or deactivate an account.
Researcher dashboard was created to show researchers all their studies and allow them
to see the results. The researcher can create new studies and edit existing ones (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Overview of researcher dashboard.
For a new study, the researcher has to assign it a name, description and decide where
the data is stored (MySQL database), a choice between the AWARE default server or
their own server. If the researcher uses a remote server, the credentials and information
of the remote server are required before the study can be created.
The study information view is shown when a researcher opens a single study. It
was designed to show information about the study, such as the name, description, the
state of the study (open/closed), owner (the researcher who created it), co-researchers,
creation date, data collected, the devices in it, visualized data of the devices and the
functions (buttons) to send messages to the devices.
This view allows researcher to send Experience Sampling Method (ESM) [8] messages. ESM messages allow the researcher to gather user related and crowdsourced
context. The researcher can select any number of devices to send the ESM(s). The
user is unable to send the messages if no devices are selected.
Furthermore, the researcher can see which devices have or have not sent data during
each day the study has been running. The researcher can select the day from which he
wants to see data from and what plugin/sensor he wants to see the data from. Whether
a device has sent or hasn’t sent data is visualized in a color-coded fashion (e.g., green
– data available; red – no data) in a grid with all the selected devices in it. Hovering
over a cell reveals the device in the device list by highlighting the row.

Developer dashboard is similar to the manager and researcher dashboards. It allows
developers to create and manage plugins and sensors. illustrates the design of the ’My
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plugins’ interface. It is designed in the same way as the researcher screen is, but now
considering plugins, not studies. The interface shows the plugin name, creation date,
description, type and its publication status. By default plugins are given a pending
status. Upon the manager’s approval, the plugin is available on the AWARE client.

Figure 9. Overview of developer dashboard.
The create-form plugin form is similar to its edit-form counterpart and it is used for
both editing existing plugins and creating new plugins. When editing, the view is automatically populated with the data from the database. Each plugin has fields for its
name, type (plugin or sensor), description, package (e.g., *.apk file), settings, broadcasts, context providers and database tables. Broadcasts can also have extras which
are unique broadcasts related to individual broadcasts. Since each plugin can have any
number of settings, broadcasts or context providers, these areas automatically create
new empty rows for the user to write in. The table names are generated automatically
from context providers and the user only needs to insert the column names and types
for each table.
The plugin information page shows all the information regarding to the plugin, such
as name, type, description, version, package name (and link to download it), version
number, its permissions, settings, broadcasts, context providers and the tables related
to context providers. It is the manager’s responsibility to make sure that all the information is filled out properly and that the plugin does not include any malicious or
otherwise harmful code or features. Within the manager dashboard, the manager can
search for any plugins with a ‘pending’ status. In the edit-form for each plugin, the
manager, and manager only, can change its status to approved or denied.
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3.2. Implementation
After the design, it was time to do the actual implementation. Some minor changes
were made during implementation and after further analysis of each dashboard they
went through some small alterations. The changes are explained in the following texts.

3.2.1. Tools used
Several different tools were used during the project. The most important ones were
CodeIgniter Framework [10], OAuth2 [11] with Google, MySQL, HTML CSS,
JavaScript jQuery, TortoiseSVN [12] for revision control and XAMPP [13] that allowed local development.
CodeIgniter framework enforces the MVC (Model-View-Controller) design pattern for
building websites. Figure 10 shows a simple visualization of the MVC architecture.

Figure 10. Model-View-Controller architecture.
Leveraging the MVC design pattern, it was relatively easy to keep the website’s look
consistent. CodeIgniter’s template library is used for all pages, where static parts of
the page (header, main menu and footer) are generated and re-rendered as needed.

3.2.2. Database implementation
Since the website has to also keep track and hold all the study data, the structure for
creating and showing data from the database had to be planned and thought out carefully. Studies can quickly generate vast amounts of data since plugins can potentially
save data every millisecond (the frequency for each plugin can be set separately for
each study) of the day and a study can have thousands (or even more) of devices attached to it.
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The AWARE-WS database holds information for each user. Since users are authenticated using Google’s IDs, no passwords or credentials are actually stored. Instead,
each user’s Google identification code (Google ID) is stored locally for verification, but
the Google ID cannot be used for malicious purposes. User levels are also kept track
of and only the manager can alter user level for each user from the manager dashboard.
Each new user has the developer access by default.
Each new study generates a new database to store its data. Each researcher who creates
a new study is give credentials to have access to the new database. The study databases
contain all the data received from the devices. Figure 11 shows the basic concept of
how the database is structured for user-studies relations.

Figure 11. User-Study relation.

3.2.3. Authentication procedure
Before accessing the dashboard, the user is required to login using his or her Google
account. OAuth2 [11] library is used to handle the authentication process. After fetching the access token from the Google server, it is used to verify the user. Although the
user does not create an account to AWARE-WS, the Google ID is used to transparently
identify each user. Each user account has its own user level credentials and can be
deactivated. After the user is authenticated, a session is created. Before loading any
view, the session is verified and the user’s permissions (for that page) are checked. The
permissions are also checked before performing any user-prompted function calls.

3.2.4. Manager dashboard implementation
When the manager dashboard is opened, CodeIgniter builds the default template and
calls the manager controller’s index function. In the view, the data is iterated into tables where information of each developer and each plugin is shown. Each plugin is
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shown under its creator, so the developer-list is iterated first for each entry and for each
entry, the plugins-list is iterated for each plugin from that developer. The table uses
the Tablesorter jQuery library to keep track of its elements (parent- and child-rows) as
well as allowing the table to be sorted by each column. The table can also be searched
to show only the found rows from both developers and plugins.
The studies view’s functionality is similar to the plugins view, only the fetched data
is researchers and their studies. The user management sub element, on the other hand,
is a bit different. The view of the user management builds the data on the page. It
uses also Tablesorter library to sort and search within the users. JavaScript makes sure
that all updated information, whether it is to change user status to researcher or deactivating a user, is instantly updated to the server and therefore no save button is needed.
When the user alters the status of any users’ researcher, manager, or developer status, the change is sent to the database and then feedback is provided that the data is
successfully changed before changing the button state. In case of a connection problem, the dashboard will not give the user false information of a changed user status.

3.2.5. Researcher dashboard implementation
Researcher dashboard study information view shows all relevant data of that study such
as name, status, joining URL, description, owner, co-researchers, database name, creation date, API key, amount of collected data, visualization and devices in that study.
This view is also to send ESMs, broadcasts, configurations and custom messages to
devices using MQTT.
The controller checks if this study exists in the database and checks if the user has
rights to see this study (i.e., the user is the owner or co-researcher in this study). More
model functions are also used to get the co-researchers, study tables and study devices
from the database. After this is done, the controller builds the study view.
The option to close and open a study doesn’t only update status to database, but also
sends open or close message to all devices so that they can restart or stop sending
data to database. Within this view, the user is able to edit the description and add or
remove co-researchers. Before adding a co-researcher, the controller checks if the entered email exists in database which means that the user can only add co-researchers
who already use the service.
The aim of the visualization is to show whether a device has sent data on a specific
date or not. The user needs to select data type and the date where he wants to see the
data from. If the study has more than 50 devices, only the first 50 are shown initially.
The initial devices are fetched from the database on page load and the following devices are queried using AJAX POSTs to keep the page from constantly reloading. A
grid is then populated with the information from the database whether each device has
sent data on the selected date or not. A simple green or red background, respectively,
demonstrates this on the grid cells.
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Because only 50 devices are shown at a time, there was a discussion on how would
we select all the devices. After research1 , de facto standard (of major webservices
such as GMail[14]) was to allow the user to first select all visible devices and then give
him an option to select all the rest devices. Deselecting all devices works the same
but reversed. The selected devices are stored in an array in JavaScript, and the list
is updated whenever necessary. This list is used for sending MQTT messages to the
selected devices and modifying those devices’ labels.
For the devices shown in the list, the visualization is then fetched from the database
and the visualization grid is generated. Hovering over the grid reveals the device id, or
if set, the label of the device in question. Each cell has the data stored on its attributes
when it is created. Clicking on a device in the visualization grid will select the device
from the device list below, so the user can easily select all devices that have had problems sending data.
User can send MQTT messages (ESM’s, broadcast messages, new configuration settings or custom topics). The default view is ESM and each tab is set visible on the
user’s selection. Each MQTT message type has a topic field and a message field.
• ESM’s are used to gather notes, comments or opinions from the study participants in real time.
• Broadcasts are simple commands to devices that require no other input from the
user, for example transmit the device data to the database.
• Configuration is the study specific configuration string that determines what sensors or plugins the devices (should) have on and parameters for those sensors or
plugins (e.g. sampling frequency).
• Custom message type is for plugins that support messages with custom topics.
These messages can be configured to do what the developer wishes on the device
side.
Before any of these messages can be sent, the user has to choose at least one receiving device from the device list. The user has also an option to send multiple ESM
messages simultaneously by utilizing the ESM queue option. The queue will be cleared
once the messages are sent. Each sent MQTT message is stored in the database and the
message history is shown to the user in the bottom of the dashboard. The messages are
organized by time and selecting a message automatically populates the message topic
and message enabling the user to re-send it.

3.2.6. Developer dashboard implementation
The interface that the developer sees the first time is the list of his or her plugins and
sensors. The user may choose to click a plugin to get a more detailed view. The user
may also choose to create a new plugin.
1

We researched how services (e.g., GMail) with significant amount of users are handling this issue.
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Figure 12. Edit plugin view.
The plugin information view is generated when a plugin is clicked either from the
developer dashboard or plugins tab under manager dashboard. In the edit view (Figure 12), the dashboard needs to keep track of previously created information about the
plugin as well as new data. Each text-field needs to be aware of its database id and in
some cases, its parent. Rows that have parent rows are broadcast extras (each extra has
a parent broadcast) and table information for each context provider.
The save button sends all form data using HTTP POST. The controller checks through
the POST data and stores the data in arrays depending on what the field type and the
corresponding IDs are. The arrays are then passed to the model where the keyed arrays
for database inserts are created. For new rows with parents, the parents needs to be
inserted first and then the database IDs need to be fetched so the child rows have the
correct relation to their parents.
CodeIgniter has its own upload class that is used to store the files. The file types are restricted to .apk (application package file) or .jpg, .png and .gif for images. CodeIgniter
checks for the actual file’s MIME-type before uploading so trying to rename a malicious file does not work. From the .apk package, the AndroidManifest.xml file is
extracted, from which the version code, package name and permissions are extracted.
New plugin interface is actually the same view than the edit plugin view. There just
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isn’t any data in the first place and the user has to input the needed data. The controller
is a little different though. Here, the plugin has to be created in the database before
adding any data, because the plugin ID is needed for that. Otherwise, this interface
works pretty much the same as the edit plugin interface.
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4. EVALUATION
ï»¿In this section, the different aspects of the webservice are evaluated based on their
performance, security and stability. Throughout the project, focus was put heavily
on the site security as well as performance under both light and heavy loads, such as
having a study with a vast amount of data.

4.1. Security
AWARE is used worldwide (Figure 13) by an increasing number of researchers and
developers. This calls for solid methods for securing user privacy and their data. Designing the AWARE-WS in a way that ensures maximum security for all parties was a
main issue in all phases of the design and implementation process.

Figure 13. AWARE users worldwide.
Because of the nature of the AWARE-WS, user identification is required. We did
not want to force the users to create yet another credentials, but to use existing solutions instead. We decided to use Google Account for the authentication, because
of Google’s reputation. This way we can provide the users a secure and trusted login without the need of us storing the login credentials in the AWARE database. For
the user identification, we still need to store the unique user ID provided by Google
along with the first name, last name and email of each individual user into the database.
Some basic security measures regarding website navigation and user control were still
had to be taken care of. Additionally, the AWARE framework itself required special
attention because of the way it allows communication to and from the scope of the
web service to actual devices: for example, each view requires an active session that is
created upon a successful login with valid user credentials.
The session contains user’s unique ID provided by Google, first and last name, email
address and information regarding user’s privileges. Cookie stored on user’s computer
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is encrypted with AES 256. Same information is also stored in AWARE database and
compared against user’s encrypted cookie on every action performed. Server will also
generate a new cookie every 5 minutes, if the user’s IP address is changed or someone
is trying to manipulate the contents of the cookie. For malicious user to be able to get
access to session data, it would require spoofing the target’s IP address, copying the
encrypted cookie, and getting this done within 5 minutes. In the future, after extending
the server’s security with SSL certificate, this task would become almost impossible.
No view other than the login page is shown to the user without logging in. Seeing
each view is also restricted based on the user’s privileges. In the beginning of loading
each view, the server is checking the user for valid privileges and errors are shown if
the user is trying to access a view he or she has no privileges to. Sufficient privileges
will be also checked for every user triggered action because the functions can be potentially called from outside the website. It should be mentioned, however, that the actual
data is not viewable from the dashboards even in the case of an extreme security breach.
For each study, a new set of MySQL credentials with a fresh database is created for
that study, for the purposes of viewing the raw data. The researcher also has the option
to host the data on remote database. In each case, the login credentials are stored in
the AWARE MySQL server under the study information. The information is stored to
allow the dashboard’s PHP functions to have access to the database for inserting and
reading the data. Each of these new credentials on the AWARE server only has permissions to the specific study’s database and no other databases on the server. This way,
if the study’s database credentials are compromised for some reason, no harm to the
AWARE dashboard or other studies can be done. The passwords stored in the database
are encrypted with AES-256 using a 32-character long encryption key. The seed is
stored in the configuration file variables and is never revealed or used as a function
parameter with its value revealed.
For each study, a new set of study specific MQTT credentials are also generated and
encrypted with AES-256. These credentials are exclusive to the dashboard to send
messages to the devices that are linked to that specific study. The account created with
these credentials is also limited to sending messages to only that study. In case of malicious user should get access to these credentials, no harm to other studies or devices
could be done.
For devices that are linked to study after joining it, unique set of MQTT credentials
that only have read rights to that specific study’s topics are created. This will only
allow the device to listen to the messages the server sends to that topic, so gaining
access or pretending to be a device from a study gives the malicious person no ability
to interfere with the study or other devices in it.
For the developer view, the main security threats are tampered .apk package files. The
user is allowed to upload an image file to use as an icon for his plugin on the AWARE
website, as well as the actual package file for his plugin. The allowed types are .jpg,
.png or .gif for the image files and .apk for the package files. CodeIgniter checks the file
MIME-types and the size restrictions (less than 200Mb) before permitting the upload.
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Since each new plugin needs to be approved by the manager, potentially malicious
software will not be made readily available for all users. Special care needs still to be
taken regarding the .apk files, since the source code is not visible from the package.
The image files can also include injected code-snippets.
Throughout the website, most of the functionalities are operated by HTTP POSTs and
AJAX. To counter the possible vulnerabilities this method exposes, we are inserting
unique token for each POST. Before executing the desired action, all the POST values
are being sanitized in case of cross-site scripting and the token and the user privileges
are validated within the controller. This will prevent users without the correct privileges to execute unauthorized actions.
After the implementation the web service was working on a base level. Further evaluation was required to verify the web services scalability, security and functionality.
User evaluation was also required for the user interfaces.

4.1.1. Stress test
During the implementation process only minimal information was created for each
study or plugin. Studies would only include the participants own device for testing
purposes. Attention was paid, however, towards creating light MySQL-queries and
making the layout populating functions light in order to keep the site fast and smooth
to load. More focus was put on getting the individual components functioning properly
and getting rid of small bugs and inconsistencies in the layout.
After finishing with the implementation, more focus was paid to find possible bottlenecks in the system architecture and measure function-processing times in order to
have the site work properly with bigger amounts of data. A simple python-script was
programmed in order to create dummy device data and dummy recorded data from
these devices to studies. Studies with 50 devices, 200 devices, 500 devices, 10 000 devices, 100 000 devices 1 000 000 device and 10 000 000 devices were created in order
in order to see how the site functions under more realistic or extreme circumstances
than the implementation-period tests of 2-4 devices. Data tables for each study were
also created, for dummy light, accelerometer and battery data with 200 000, 2 000 000
and 6 000 000 rows of data respectively. To also test the visualization, the dummy
data was set to be from the dummy devices from each study and from a timeframe of
current time and the start date of the study.
The biggest theoretical spots of the site for it to crash or stop functioning properly
under stress tests were thought to be the visualization view and the device listing and
the sorting and selecting functions in these areas.
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4.1.2. Cross-browser testing
In implementation stage Chrome browser was mainly used because it is currently the
most used browser in 2014 (Figure 14). After the implementation the web site was
tested with Chrome, Firefox, Opera, Safari and Internet Explorer browsers in virtual
environment provided by BrowserStack test tool.

Figure 14. Top 25 browser versions 2014

4.1.3. User evaluation
A small-scale user evaluation process was also planned and performed on the developer
and researcher dashboard. Using Google Forms, a questionnaire was created with
simple use case scenarios for the test persons to perform and then fill in Likert scale
assessment and open text comments on each dashboard.

4.2. Performance
In the early stages of the stress test some severe bugs were found that caused the study
view to not load properly or at all for the studies with high devices counts. It was
found out that displaying the device list was making the page load so long. It was
because of couple of reasons: Tablesorter generated all table elements into browser’s
memory even though only a small portion of them was shown at once because of pagination. The iCheck library used in checkboxes was too heavy for large tables because
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of the way it had to create and bind checkboxes to all (including non-visible) elements.
The code also included some redundant loops for iterating through the device arrays.
Therefore, the iteration process for creating the device listing was optimized and redundant loops and function calls were removed.
Next action taken was to analyze the iCheck library. It was found out to be too heavy
for a large listing and eventually the whole iCheck library was discarded for being too
slow. This was because of how iCheck binded event handlers to the actual checkboxes,
even for non-visible elements. The next step was to implement custom checkboxes
and use labels for inputs, which is the way checkboxes naturally function in a browser.
This method is lighter for the browser to handle.
Even with all the optimization and research on multiple existing JavaScript libraries
for displaying the device list table, it was soon realized that with high device counts
(over 100,000) this was too much work for the user’s browser to handle. A custom
PHP library had to be implemented which shifted the workload to server side. This
was an extreme measure, but it had to be made to keep the web service scalable for the
future.
The solution was to always show a maximum of 50 devices at a time and only send
data from these devices to the user. The user can then select to load the next (or previous) 50 devices into the view depending on the active filters (search, sort), but only 50
devices are visible at a time. All devices can still be selected. Because of pagination,
there were multiple different ways to implement selecting multiple devices. After researching, de facto standard was to allow the user to first select all visible devices and
then give him an option to select all devices.

Figure 15. Optimized load times.
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After implementing the fixes mentioned above, the page load times were much better. Final measurements were made to demonstrate the scalability of the web service
and Figure 11 illustrates that. Studies filled with dummy data and the amount of devices of thousand (1000), ten thousand (10 000), one hundred thousand (100 000), one
million (1 000 000) and ten million (10 000 0000) were made. Load times for the entire
page, get devices and visualization functions and sort, page change and search functionalities were measured using Google Chrome’s development tool. As seen from the
graph below, load times start to grow significantly only after the count of the devices
goes past one million.
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5. RESULTS
In this chapter, the results of the evaluation period are presented and discussed briefly.

5.1. Compatibility
Small problems were encountered with Safari and Internet Explorer, but were easily
dealt with by making CSS more universal. Based on browser version usage and site
performance, following browsers are supported:
• Chrome newer than 15 Opera newer than 16
• Safari 5.1 or newer
• Firefox newer than 15
• Internet Explorer 9 or newer
If the user’s browser is not supported a red warning block will be placed on top of
the site, advising the user to change browser. The site will still allow user to continue
using the web service with functionalities limited by his or her outdated browser.

5.2. User evaluation
The potential AWARE user running a study or contributing to AWARE can be from
anywhere in the world. For this reason, location-independent test environment needed
to be created. The environment also needed to reflect real-world situations. The evaluation was created using Google Forms and gathering comments from co-students.
Each subject was given a simple task to perform on each dashboard. The questionnaire
consisted of a Likert scale evaluation on ease of use, feedback, appearance and clarity
of the UI and general comments on each dashboard.
The feedback was generally positive. Figure 12 shows the results as a graph. General comments about the dashboard mentioned an “intuitive and clear design” and
that the “UI responds really well to commands.” Comments also brought out the lack
of feedback and guidance the dashboard gives, noting that “not sure what the green
and orange squares mean” and mentioning “it would be nice to have a legend for the
colours of device boxes in visualization.” The lack of information on the new study and
new plugin views was also an issue for some test subjects.
The timing of the evaluation proved problematic, since properly analyzing the different functionalities of the dashboards requires some familiarity with AWARE. A major
HCI conference (e.g., ACM SIGCHI) and Easter holidays during the evaluation weeks
prevented some previously planned test subjects to not be available.
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Figure 16. Likert scale results.
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6. DISCUSSION
The project as a whole was a large task and all the requirements in addition to numerous
added functionalities were all implemented. The project went through a lot of changes
during the process. The main requirements stayed the same but each dashboard had
numerous ideas that did not end up in the end product; and some functionality that
were thought about during the implementation or evaluation process. Some changes
that were made later in the project also required some rather drastic changes in the way
the AWARE-WS functions.
The biggest single hurdle was implementing the web service to the new server that
was provided near the end of the project. Also, things like PHP version incompatibilities and server configurations were dealt with. The MQTT broker was also changed
into a more secure one, which required numerous changes in the code. Based on customer’s comments about the project and the evaluation results, the web service was
implemented successfully and is ready for use, although some minor issues still remain to be dealt with.

6.1. Security
According to the WhiteHat Website Security Report of 2013[15], majority of (86%)
websites had at least one serious vulnerability and on average, websites had 56 serious vulnerabilities. The amount has decreased steadily from over a thousand in the
year 2007. The average time-to-fix for all industries on the serious vulnerabilities was
193 days. The amount of websites with major vulnerabilities is alarming, since it tells
that companies and organizations hosting sites do not either care about security or
are oblivious to the security vulnerabilities their sites have. The top five vulnerabilities found (on average) were Information Leakage(55% of sites), Cross-Site Scripting(53%), Content Spoofing(33%), Brute-Force attacks(26%) and Cross-Site Request
Forgery(26%). Vulnerabilities that were once on the top of the list, such as SQL Injections, are currently only found on 7% of the websites using WhiteHat.
It should be noted that the OWASP Top 10 Application Security Risks - 2013 version[16]
lists Injections as the top security risk in their report. The category does, however, include other types of injection(OS injection, LDAP injection) in addition to the typical
SQL injections. Number two in the OWASP report is ’Broken Authentication And
Session Management’. Third is ’Cross-Site Scripting’ and fourth ’Insecure Direct Object References’.
The OWASP report more accurately concerns our project since the web service is categorized as a web application instead of a website.
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6.1.1. Injection
A typical injection to a web application is an unsanitized SQL injection resulting in
a malicious user being able to directly manipulate the database from the application.
An OS or LDAP injection works in a similar fashion but alters the server file structure
instead. Injections can be prevented by sanitazing any user input from the application,
e.g. inputs that include <script> tags, semicolons(;) to signal end of lines, quotation
marks(") or particular commands (such as shell_exec).

6.1.2. Broken Authentication and Session Management
Typical authentication and session management security issues are related to storing
and recovering passwords and user authentication. Session tokens and cookies are typical ways to keep track of the user. But if the tokens or cookies are left uncrypted or
the connection the web application is not secure, a malicious user can get the hold of
the cookie and use them to disguise themselves as the user.

6.1.3. Cross-Site Scripting
Cross-Site Scripting (or XSS for short) derive from the way HTTP requests are handled. Because of the way HTML code includes both viewable elements as well as
control elements which are not shown to the user but still executed, an unsanitized entry can cause the user to unknowingly execute the control parameters in the entry. XSS
is in some ways also similar to injection attack, since the elements can also contain e.g.
javascript code. The HTTP requests can also point to other servers altogether, but the
victim will never know from just looking at the page.

6.1.4. Security in AWARE-WS
As explained in chapter 3.3, multiple measures were taken to tackle the most common
security issues when implementing the AWARE-WS. The authentication process is not
handled by the AWARE-WS server, the session handling includes several fail-safes,
all inputs are sanitized in case of XSS or injection attacks and the web service does
not allow direct access to any of the elements in the folder structure (this is partially
because of the way CodeIgniter template works). Throughout the project, great care
was taken to assure that malicious users could not abuse the web service for their gain
or disrupt other users.
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6.2. Future work
The biggest issue on the web service as of now is the lack of instructions and the
amount of feedback it gives. For future work, creating a more enjoyable user experience for both experienced AWARE users and new users is needed. The visualization
also needs to be enhanced to not only show whether a device has sent data or not. A
more adaptive approach to display the data would be required.
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7. CONTRIBUTION
This project was completed as a part of Applied Computing Project -course at University of Oulu. The project group consisted one additional person (Riku Kallio) who also
worked on the project but is not included as an author of this thesis.
During the project, the workload of different aspects of creating the dashboard was
shared or divided based on each member’s strengths and weaknesses. The work
consisted of design (sketching, planning), implementation (PHP, MySQL, Javascript,
JQuery etc.) and testing (external tools such as BrowserStack). Part of the work was
also to write a course report similar to this thesis.
Each member took part in all aspects of the work. The total working hours for each
group member (including Riku Kallio) are presented below.

Figure 17. Total working hours for each project group member.
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8. CONCLUSION
Using mobile devices for research is challenging. Part of the limitations on conducting
researcher using mobile cloud data gathering tools is the fact that most companies or
persons lack the resources to develop and maintain such services. Several open source
projects are available. For example, projects such as funf project or ThingSpeak, and
AWARE web service fits into this group as well. The projects are versatile and with
research the user can find a project for his or her needs. Many projects, however, have
their limitations with either the required skills to implement the desired end result or
the amount of data an individual user can store in the database.
Similarities to other projects exist, but AWARE has its advantages. Using AWARE
requires no programming or programming skills from the researcher, unless he wants
to create his or her own plugins for use in his studies. The complete research mechanism is implemented into the web service. It is also possible to store all the data on the
AWARE server and no database management is required from the researcher.
What also makes the AWARE-WS stand out in its crowd is its scalability. It is designed to function in a same manner with one device as well as hundreds of thousands
of devices gathering data in real time. The amount of devices can also be altered during
the study. The ESM functionality gives the researcher a unique user experience with
his study devices and research targets. He can also keep close track of all the devices
and personally alter the configurations in real-time. Overall, this gives the researcher
versatility and control over his studies.
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